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Sign languages have two strikingly different kinds of morphological structure: sequential and simultaneous. The simultaneous morphology of two unrelated sign languages, American and Israeli Sign Language, is very similar and is largely inflectional, while what little sequential morphology we have found differs significantly and is derivational. We show that at least two pervasive types of inflectional morphology, verb agreement and classifier constructions, are iconically grounded in spatiotemporal cognition, while the sequential patterns can be traced to normal historical development. We attribute the paucity of sequential morphology in sign languages to their youth. This research both brings sign languages much closer to spoken languages in their morphological structure and shows how the medium of communication contributes to the structure of languages.*

If one could invent a language whose expressions had their natural signification, so that all men could understand the thoughts of others by pronunciation alone without having learned its signification, as they understand that one is happy when one laughs, and that one is sad when one cries, this language would be the best of all possible: for it would make the same impression on all hearers as would the thoughts of the spirit if they could be communicated immediately between men as between the angels. (Mersenne, Harmonie universelle, 1636)

If humans could communicate by telepathy, there would be no need for a phonological component, at least for the purposes of communication; and the same extends to the use of language generally. (Noam Chomsky, The minimalist program, 1995:221)

1. THE PARADOX OF SIGN LANGUAGE MORPHOLOGY. In the early days of linguistic research on sign languages, in the 1970s and 1980s, researchers noticed that sign languages have complex morphology. Further research showed that this morphological structure is simultaneous, in the sense that the different morphemes of a word are simultaneously superimposed on each other rather than being strung together, as those of spoken languages usually are. As sign-language research expanded to include more linguistic structures as well as more sign languages, several generalizations emerged. First, all sign languages studied were found to have this particular kind of morphology. Second, the grammatical categories encoded by many of these morphological structures, as well as the form that they take, were found to be quite similar across different sign languages. That is, sign languages show strong crosslinguistic similarities in their morphological structures.

Researchers also noticed early on that sign languages share many properties with young creole languages (Fischer 1978, Meier 1984); yet they differ markedly from young creoles in one crucial respect, the same one that ties sign languages together as
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a group: their complex simultaneous morphology. What has gone largely unnoticed so far is that sign languages are not confined to simultaneous morphological structures. At least some sign languages also have sequential affixation. These linear structures differ significantly from the simultaneous type, not only in the way the morphemes are affixed to each other, but in other ways as well:

- the occurrence, grammatical function, and form of the sequential morphological constructions are language-specific;
- the sequential morphological constructions are variable among signers;
- the sequential morphological constructions are often of limited productivity.

This morphological state of affairs presents us with two puzzles; we call them the young language puzzle and the typology puzzle.

The young language puzzle: Sign languages exhibit certain key properties characteristic of young creole languages, which we enumerate below (§2.2). These commonalities have been attributed to similarities in the age and conditions of acquisition of sign languages and young creoles. But sign languages differ radically from young spoken creole languages in one respect. The latter normally have little inflection, very little derivation (McWhorter 1998), and what little morphology they have consists largely of affixation, with no simultaneous morphology. Furthermore, the affixation found in creole languages varies from one to another. Even Bickerton’s bioprogram hypothesis (1981), which claims that creole languages are similar to one another because they spring from universal grammar, does not argue for such close similarities in the morphologies of all spoken creole languages. Sign languages, in contrast, have rich morphological structure, both inflectional and derivational. If sign languages share some of the linguistic patterning of young creoles, why do the two types differ so in their morphological systems?

The morphological-tyology puzzle: Sign languages exhibit two radically different morphological types in their grammars. On the one hand, they have complex morphological structures—verb agreement, classifier constructions, and verbal aspects, to name a few. Depending on the particular analysis, a single verb may include five or more morphemes. For example, the American Sign Language verb LOOK-AT may be inflected for subject and object agreement as well as for temporal aspect, and it could be accompanied by a grammatical nonmanual (e.g. facial) marker that functions as an adverbial. Such a verb, meaning, for example, ‘he looked at it with relaxation and enjoyment for a long time’, consists of five morphemes. This type of morphology is reminiscent of very heavily inflecting languages. All of these complex morphological structures—verb agreement, classifier constructions, and verbal aspects—have been found in all well-studied sign languages. On the other hand, some sign languages, including the two that form the subject matter of this article, American Sign Language (ASL) and Israeli Sign Language (ISL), also have simple affixal morphology. In both of these languages, the affixed elements are related to free content words, from which they appear to have evolved. They are, moreover, confined to derivational processes and they are not sign-language universal. A particular affix may occur in one sign

---

1 DeGraff (2003) takes strong issue with the characterization of creole languages as somehow simpler than other languages. We distinguish young creoles, those in their first generations, which do indeed have simple morphology, from older creoles, which have had the time to develop arbitrary morphology (Roberts 1998).
language but not in another. These morphological phenomena are very similar to those found in young creoles: they are the product of change, grammaticizations, and they are infrequent within the language.

Sign-language morphology thus seems to comprise two radically different types. One is rich, complex, and simultaneous, and the other is sparse, relatively simple, and sequential. Sign languages seem to present the impossible combination of Navajo-like and Tok-Pisin-like languages, a typological puzzle. Only sign languages seem to have this dichotomy in their morphology and the dichotomy appears time and again when a previously undescribed sign language is studied in detail. We know of no spoken language with this property.

We have found an explanation for this difference between languages in the two modalities in a pair of observations about sign languages. First, because they are transmitted by the hands, face, and body and perceived by the eyes, sign languages have the capacity to represent certain spatio-temporal concepts in a more direct manner than spoken languages do. This property allows sign languages to have morphological structures that are not entirely arbitrary and that might be similar across sign languages. In this sense, sign languages differ from spoken languages. The second observation points in the opposite direction, towards expected similarities between signed languages and spoken creoles. As natural human languages produced by the same brain under similar sociocultural-ecological conditions, sign languages have many structural properties in common with young spoken languages.

In themselves, these observations are not new, yet neither has been developed in sufficient detail, nor have the two been expressly integrated. Our work on agreement in spoken and signed languages, on the one hand, and on sequential affixation in sign language, on the other, provides the foundation for a theoretical explanation of these apparently disparate observations. We develop that theoretical framework here.

Sign languages, unlike young creoles, have complex inflectional systems because these systems are not entirely arbitrary. They are motivated representations of certain visuo-spatial concepts like source, goal, theme, path, and size or shape of an object. Since these systems are motivated in the sense of de Saussure, they do not follow the regular course of development of inflectional morphology. This nonarbitrary system seems to follow a quicker course of development than that of spoken languages. Even if we assume that the categories of inflectional morphology are given in advance, still, overt inflection in spoken languages takes time to emerge, because spoken morphological forms are arbitrarily associated with the grammatical categories they represent. It is precisely because sign languages can develop these motivated associations between form and meaning so readily that they differ from young spoken languages in having overt inflection.

At the same time, sign languages have at their disposal one of the same mechanisms for developing complex word-internal structures that spoken languages have: grammaticization of free words. For our purposes, we use the term GRAMMATIZATION to refer to the result of processes that turn lexemes into grammatical formatives (see Campbell & Janda 2001 for definitions of the related term GRAMMATICALIZATION). As several scholars have recently demonstrated, grammaticization results from well-documented processes of language change, such as reanalysis, extension, phonological erosion, borrowing, and semantic bleaching, which may occur independently or in various combinations (Joseph 2001, Newmeyer 2001). In order for a lexeme to turn into a grammatical affix, some combination of these processes must occur, and these take time to be...
fully realized. We do not deal here with the processes involved, only with the result, to which we refer simply as grammaticization.

Sign languages, then, have two different routes to morphological complexity. These two paths differ from each other both in the amount of time required to develop a bound morpheme and in the types of morphology that result. The processes leading to grammaticization take time, and the result is sequential at first, since the grammaticized morpheme has evolved from a free word that necessarily preceded or followed another. The simultaneous morphology arises from the ability of a language produced in space to represent certain spatial and visual concepts iconically, concepts like source, path, theme, goal, size, shape, and location. In the physical phenomenon of motion, for example, the theme and the source-goal path are simultaneously visible and involved, and their expression in a verb in a spatial language is similarly simultaneous. These two different resources for morphological structures explain the second puzzle.

This explanation also clarifies the observed differences between signed and spoken languages. Because of the modality through which they are transmitted, spoken languages cannot convey spatial concepts in a motivated way. Sound waves cannot convey visual and spatial information iconically, and the morphology of spoken languages is therefore necessarily arbitrary in this domain and in most others. The bifurcated morphological systems of sign languages can thus be explained on the basis of two factors, the youth of sign languages, and the modality of their transmission.

2. THE YOUNG LANGUAGE PUZZLE: SIGN LANGUAGES AS YOUNG LANGUAGES. Young languages in the spoken modality arise as the result of contact between groups of people whose languages are not mutually intelligible. Pidgins start off as simplified contact languages, with limited vocabulary, few grammatical categories, and simple grammatical structure. A creole develops 'as a pidgin acquires native speakers and/or becomes the primary language . . . for some or most of its speakers' (DeGraff 1999:5). Linguists agree that creole languages acquired by children at a very young age in a home environment without overt instruction are full-fledged native or natural languages (Sankoff & Laberge 1974). On the most radical view, the simple fact of nativization or naturalization results in greater grammatical complexity in a young creole than in a pidgin (Bickerton 1981, Roberts 1998).

At the outset, let us be specific about what aspects of creoles are relevant for the ensuing discussion. Creole languages vary in at least two respects that should be taken into consideration in making the comparison we wish to make. First, they vary in age. As creole languages age, they undergo normal processes of language change. Second, the sociolinguistic conditions of usage in a given community may give rise to a creole continuum with mesolectal varieties that are grammatically more similar to the lexifier language (Holm 1988). Each of these factors can make a difference in the grammatical properties of the contemporary creole. For example, older creoles may have a relatively large inventory of grammatical formatives. Mesolects that mirror the grammar of
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3 Spoken languages may make limited use of sound symbolism, and a few of them, like Japanese, even have a developed system of mimetics. But in spoken languages such systems are marginal, language-specific, and, crucially, not morphological.

3 Haitian Creole is an example. The language began to evolve around the middle of the seventeenth century from several substrate languages belonging to the same language family that are even described as mutually intelligible (Lefebvre 1998). As a result, Haitian readily relexified grammatical formatives from the substrate, adopting word forms from the lexifier language, French. Indeed, as Lefebvre convincingly argues, Haitian has a relatively large number of function words relexified from Fongbé. But even under these optimal conditions for introducing grammatical complexity in a contact language, the majority of
the lexifier (or acrolect) language are clearly uninteresting for any discussion of the morphological properties of young contact languages.

Our focus here is the kind of morphology that arises in young languages. While we find that creoles generally have few bound affixes (McWhorter 1998), for the sake of clarity we consider here only a subset of creole languages. Specifically, we refer to young creoles, and to grammaticized affixes with no source in lexifier or substrate languages. Henceforth, we imply both properties in the category of languages we refer to as YOUNG CREOLES.

2.1. CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNG CREOLE LANGUAGES. Young creole languages differ from more established spoken languages in two ways. The first is their course of development. The development of established languages can generally be traced historically along a chain of successive essentially similar states. The input for any new generation is a fully developed linguistic system. The doctrine of UNIFORMITARIANISM that linguistics adopted from geology in the early nineteenth century forces us to assume that languages have not changed in their essential structure for at least tens of millennia.4 A young creole is different. It typically emerges through a discontinuity in transmission, as a result of contact between a lexifier language and a substrate language, under conditions of social dominance on the part of speakers of the lexifier language, and it is ‘the result of the pidginization of lexifier sources’ (McWhorter 1998:790). The linguistic input for the first generation of creole speakers is thus very different from that of children learning an established language, in that this input may not always be a consistent full-fledged language.

The second difference between young creole languages and more established languages, a dearth of inflectional morphology, follows from the simple fact that they are young. Inflectional morphology can be called the morphology of syntax (Anderson 1992, Aronoff 1994), since it involves grammatical categories that play a role in the syntax of a language and are also reflected (we say REALIZED) morphologically. The categories that meet this definition are the morphosyntactic or inflectional categories of the language (Matthews 1991, Zwicky 1985, Anderson 1992).5 Therefore, the emergence of inflectional morphology in a given language requires both the emergence of a grammatical category and the development of particular bound morphemes that mark the grammatical distinctions encoded in this category.

A GRAMMATICAL category is arbitrary to the extent that it does not directly and unambiguously reflect real-world distinctions. Grammatical gender (or agreement class) is one example.6 Many Indo-European languages distinguish two or three grammatical

4 According to this doctrine, existing processes acting in the same manner and with essentially the same intensity as at present are sufficient to account for all past changes.

5 This definition of what it means to be inflectional is much narrower than that used by some syntacticians in the last two decades or so, who do not impose on morphosyntax the condition that it be realized morphologically, but our definition both preserves the essential connection between inflection and morphology and gives the morphosyntactic categories of a language a basis in material reality.

6 Linguists who study grammatical gender have long restricted the scope of the term to coincide with AGREEMENT CLASS (Meillet 1964 [1937], Hockett 1958, Corbett 1991). We do not say that a language has grammatical gender unless the genders of nouns are reflected in grammatical agreement of other categories, usually adjectives, verbs, pronouns, or some combination of all of them. The familiar European languages have sex-based grammatical genders, but many others have grammatical genders rooted in animacy, shape, and other categories.
genders: masculine, feminine, and sometimes neuter, a categorization inherited from Proto-Indo-European (Meillet 1964 [1937]). These particular genders may have had their roots in the natural category of sex, but in all Indo-European languages in which these genders play a true morphosyntactic role through agreement, including the most ancient Indo-European languages attested (e.g. Sanskrit and Ancient Greek), membership in a given gender is often arbitrary. So, tables are feminine in French, girls are neuter in German, and trees are masculine in Latin. Similar examples can be found in most of the languages that have grammatical gender (Corbett 1991), even though it is reasonable to assume that genders arise from cognitively salient categories. The reason is simply that a category old enough to become both an obligatory part of the syntax and reflected in the morphology usually acquires items whose membership in that category is not determined intensionally.

If the emergence of morphosyntactic categories takes time, then establishing systematic morphological expression of them only adds to the problem. Morphology in spoken language is typically arbitrary, in that there is no motivated connection between the sound of a morphological sign and its meaning.7 For example, although many Latin feminine nouns and adjectives end in [a], making [a] a marker of the feminine gender in Latin, there is nothing about the sound [a] that makes it feminine, as one can easily determine by turning to Hindi, where [a:] is the predominant masculine marker and [i:] the feminine. Similarly for the English past tense marker -ed or any other case of an inflectional marker: because they are both part of the grammar and arbitrary in form, they cannot develop overnight.

New language stages evolving gradually from older ones inherit their inflectional systems as well. In the course of typical historical development, an inflectional category may, and often does, change. For example, though Latin had three genders—masculine, feminine, and neuter—its Romance descendents have only two. But the grammatical category of gender and the particular morphemes realizing it have been inherited from Latin, and therefore need not have risen anew. Creole languages are different because they arise through abrupt contact among speakers of different, often unrelated, languages. Most young creole languages are simply not old enough to have developed either morphosyntactic categories or the morphology that marks them.

As a well-documented case of the emergence of an inflectional category, consider the French future tense, exemplified by chanterai ‘I will sing’, descended from the Latin cantare habeo ‘I have (something) to sing’ and attested in documents from 40 BC. By about the fourth century, the string was apparently interpreted not as two clauses but as a single verb phrase with a main verb followed by an auxiliary, translated ‘I have to sing’ or ‘I will sing’ (Hopper & Traugott 1993). Later, the two independent lexical items are found written in documents as a single word, in which the auxiliary was apparently perceived as a bound affix (Fleischmann 1982:71). The auxiliary was eventually reduced from habeo to ai, and the infinitive marker r was interpreted as part of the tense-mood inflection. Thus, the once-aphrasal cantare habeo became the single word chanterai. The first documentation of chanterai is found in the ninth century, indicating that the processes leading to this grammaticization may have taken up to eight hundred years. Though the new form might have been in colloquial use well before it was first documented, Fleischmann estimates that it could not have arisen before the fourth or fifth centuries (1982:69). Hence even under careful estimates, the processes required several hundreds of years. Clearly, young creole languages cannot

7 We find an exception to this generalization in the use of reduplication, to which we turn below.
be expected to have developed complex and productive inflectional systems in their short lifetimes.

2.2. SIMILARITIES BETWEEN SIGN LANGUAGES AND YOUNG CREOLE LANGUAGES. Previous researchers (Fischer 1978, Gee & Goodhart 1988) have pointed out that the grammatical structure of American Sign Language exhibits striking similarities to that of young creole languages. According to Gee and Goodhart ‘the amount of overlap between Bickerton’s list and ASL grammar is impressive’ (1988:56). These commonalities include: no distinction between tensed and infinitival clauses, no tense marking but a rich aspectual system, no pleonastic subjects, no true passives, the occurrence of transitive verbs with agent subjects as intransitives with patient/theme subjects as well, and pervasive topic-comment word order; both young creole languages and ASL make extensive use of content words as grammatical markers; neither young creole languages nor ASL use prepositions to introduce oblique cases; both use preverbal free morphemes to express completive aspect; and both rely heavily on prosodic cues like intonation for expressing certain syntactic relations (such as those encoded by relative clauses and conditionals in other languages).

Three factors likely contribute to these similarities: language origin, conditions of acquisition, and age. Sign languages, like pidgins, arise spontaneously when people who do not share a common language communicate. A recent and well-documented example of this is the sign language of Nicaragua, which arose among deaf children brought together for the first time in a state school (Senghas 1995, Kegl et al. 1999). ISL represents a somewhat different case, closer to that of young creoles. While Nicaraguan Sign Language emerged from contact among children who had only simple home sign systems and no established language, ISL was forged in the emerging Deaf community in Israel in the 1930s, some of whose members had brought other sign languages with them from elsewhere (Meir & Sandler 2004). Woodward (1978) argues that ASL is also the result of creolization of French Sign Language, brought to the United States by Laurent Clerc in 1816, with several indigenous sign languages that existed in some signing communities in the country. But detailed histories of the grammatical development of most sign languages are unknown. While there is evidence that sign languages existed in England in the seventeenth century (see Kyle & Woll 1985) and in France in the eighteenth century, we do not know how they were formed.

The conditions under which sign languages are typically acquired, however, are certain, and in this they clearly resemble the youngest creole languages. Most deaf children are not exposed to a full-fledged language in early childhood, and so develop a linguistic system on the basis of impoverished and inconsistent input. This is exactly the situation in which the first generation of creole speakers acquiring language from an ambient mix of other languages including a pidgin finds itself. Since the vast majority of deaf children have hearing parents, most signers are not exposed to a full-fledged language from birth or in early childhood. Deaf children born to hearing families may be exposed to no signing at all, or to a wide variety of types of signing, and at different ages. The signing to which they are exposed may range from a natural sign language (like ASL in the US and ISL in Israel) to various contrived signing systems (Signed English or Signed Hebrew) to some other kind of contact language. Both contrived sign systems and more spontaneous contact systems between deaf and hearing people differ dramatically from natural sign languages. In such systems, speaking and signing occur simultaneously, word order follows that of the spoken language, and the lexical items are mainly bare forms taken from the sign-language lexicon. What is likely to
be confusing about this hybrid input is that all ambient models share the same basic lexicon, while their morphological, syntactic, and even semantic structures differ greatly and are often inconsistent with each other (Gee & Goodhart 1988:54).

Deaf children born to deaf parents (typically less than 10 percent of all deaf children) are usually exposed to a sign language from birth. Even in such cases, though, they are also exposed to all the signing systems mentioned above. Additionally, as Gee and Goodhart point out, in most cases their parents have hearing parents themselves, and are therefore first generation signers. Thus, just as when young creole languages evolve from pidgins and other ambient languages, sign languages sprout from a language mix that is variegated but impoverished and inconsistent. They differ from young creole languages in that these conditions present themselves anew before each generation of deaf children. In this sense, sign languages are re-creolized with each and every generation of signers (Fischer 1978, Newport 1981).8

It is not only the conditions of language transmission that make sign languages young. The known sign languages are also of very recent origin. In order for a language to arise and last, it is necessary for a stable community of people to identify itself and meet regularly. In the case of sign language, these conditions are usually met only when the education system gathers deaf children together, when a critical mass of deaf people forms its own social and cultural institutions, or both, and both are recent societal phenomena. The establishment of schools for the deaf in Europe, for example, began in the late eighteenth century, with the development of large towns due to the industrial revolution (Woll et al. 2001). Woll and colleagues report that no known sign languages are more than three hundred years old. A relatively old sign language, American Sign Language, can be traced back about two hundred and fifty years, having emerged through contact between various indigenous sign languages with French Sign Language and its pedagogical variant developed by l’Abbé de l’Eppée and brought to the United States by Clerc in the early nineteenth century (Woodward 1978, Padden & Humphries 1988, Woll et al. 2001). In societies that do not provide special education or social organizations for deaf people, no social structure typically arises that would foster the development of a sign language. Instead, deaf people remain apart from one another, living among their hearing relatives, and developing a rudimentary gesture system of home sign. In rare cases of small, isolated communities with a genetic propensity for deafness, the social conditions for the development of a sign language may exist without the intervention of an education system. At any given time in history, tiny fledgling deaf groups may emerge, constituting flashes in the pan of language genesis, but their pristine languages disappear as soon as the fragile socio-genetic ecological niche that gives birth to them disappears. A few such communities have been identified around the world in recent years, but apparently none of them have existed for very long (Groce 1985, Lane et al. 2000) and none of their languages has been described in any detail. We conclude that at least all known sign languages are young.

As young languages acquired from impoverished and inconsistent input, then, sign languages are expected to manifest prototypical creole properties that are rooted in newness. Moreover, the creolization process recurs for each generation of signers, which means that sign languages are expected to retain these properties longer than spoken-language creoles.

8 Creole languages typically arise under colonial conditions, with an accompanying power differential between the superstrate language of the colonizer and the substrate language or languages of the colonized and accompanying structural effects. Sign languages do not share this characteristic.
But there is an extensive part of sign-language grammar that radically departs from this expectation: their rich, complex morphology, including inflectional morphology. As we have explained, the evolution of inflectional morphology normally takes time, since it involves the formation of grammatical categories and the development of bound morphemes to express these categories. The existence of inflectional morphology in young sign languages is thus very surprising. Even more puzzling is the fact that this type of morphology or its underpinnings is characteristic of every sign language studied so far, irrespective of its age, including very young sign languages like Nicaraguan Sign Language (Kegl et al. 1999). Furthermore, some of these structures seem to be quite similar across sign languages. For example, all sign languages studied to date have very similar systems of verb agreement, which we describe in detail below.

3. Two Morphologies in One Language. As we noted at the outset, sign-language morphology comes in two flavors. One is the complex simultaneous flavor, and the other is the seemingly less exotic flavor of sequential affixation. These two types of morphology differ with respect to the phonological means they employ, the grammatical categories they encode, their productivity, and their diachronic development. The first type has been likened to specific kinds of templatic and other nonconcatenative morphology that exist in some spoken languages (Sandler 1989, Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005). For transparency, we use the term simultaneous to refer to all nonsequential morphology in sign language. In this simultaneous type of sign-language morphology, grammatical features are realized by altering the direction, rhythm, or path shape of the base sign, and not by sequentially adding new phonological segments to the word. We provide examples below. Much of this simultaneous morphology is inflectional. It is productive and pervasive within and across sign languages. The concatenative or sequential type of morphology attaches an affix (prefix or suffix) to a base word. All sequential processes we have found in ASL and ISL are derivational and do not involve morphosyntactic categories; they are of limited productivity, they are very rare in both languages, and the specific processes differ. In addition, we found a significant amount of individual variation in their use. Finally, the affixes in question are related both in form and in meaning to free words that are semantically and syntactically affiliated with the base they attach to. On this basis, it is reasonable to conclude that these affixes are the result of processes leading to grammaticization in these languages.

3.1. What is Simultaneous about Sign-Language Morphology? Even at the level of the monomorphemic sign, the words of sign language have a simultaneous appearance. For this reason, Stokoe’s pioneering phonemic analysis of ASL took the three phonological categories he posited—hand configuration, location, and movement—to be simultaneously instantiated (Stokoe 1960). Later work demonstrated that sequential structure does exist (Liddell & Johnson 1986). The simultaneous ‘feel’ of signs was explained mainly by the fact that a single hand configuration typically characterizes an entire sign (Sandler 1986, 1987, 1989). Sandler treats the hand-configuration category (HC) as an autosegment with scope over a sequence that is typically two locations (L) separated by a movement (M), as shown in 1. This canonical structure, a hand configuration spanning an LML sequence, corresponds to a unit that many researchers refer to as a sign syllable. The model also represents the general place of articulation (P—e.g. the head, trunk, or other hand) as multiply associated, further contributing to

---

9 Even in home sign, the gestural communication systems invented by deaf children who were not exposed to any sign language, the buds of this complex morphology can be found.
phonological simultaneity. Specific locations within the place of articulation (e.g. \([hi, lo, contralateral, ipsilateral, distal, proximal]\)) are specified for each location segment.

\[
(1) \quad HC
\]

\[
\quad \quad \quad L \quad M \quad L
\]

\[
\quad \quad \quad P
\]

Figure 1 is the ISL sign QUESTION. The hand configuration is \(\exists\); the place of articulation is the head. The first location is specified as \([+ contact, + low, - ipsilateral, - contralateral]\). Together, these features specify the chin. The second location is specified at a medial distance from the place of articulation \([- proximal, - distal]\), indicating that the articulating hand moves from contact with the chin outward. The shape of the movement is \([arc]\).

Many linguists, beginning with Coulter (1982), have observed that the signs of ASL have a strong tendency to be monosyllabic, that is, to involve only one movement. What is relevant for the present discussion is that this canonical monosyllable is very often the form taken by morphologically complex signs as well as simple signs (Sandler 1989, 1993a, 1999). Simultaneous morphology consists of the superimposition of morphological structure on the canonical LML unit. For example, the source and goal morphemes of verb agreement, to be analyzed in detail and illustrated below, can be described as superimposed on the first and last locations of the verbal sign, as we show in 2.
The form of a sign that is marked for verb agreement is still LML, just like the citation form of the verb or any simple sign. Similarly, the verbs of ASL can be inflected for durational aspect (3) by superimposing an arc-shaped morpheme on the movement of the LML sign, and then reduplicating, to create a circular movement (Sandler 1989, 1990).

One form of the Intensive in ASL is also created in a nonaffixal fashion, by increasing the length of time during which the hand is held static for the first and last locations, a process akin to gemination in spoken languages (Sandler 1993b). In ISL, the Intensive is formed by lengthening (slowing down) the movement portion (Sandler 1996b). Both intensives are shown in 4. We call processes such as the Intensive simultaneous, in the sense that all templatic morphology is simultaneous: it associates phonological material present in the morphological base to a prosodic template. The Greek letters stand for the features of the first and second locations of the base sign.

The classifier construction is another type of morphology that involves simultaneous combination of morphemes. In these structures, the hand configuration represents an

---

10 In fact, neither the phonology nor the morphology of sign language is strictly simultaneous; each involves sequential elements, most perspicuously described as timing slots (Liddell 1984, Sandler 1989). But as with templatic morphology in spoken languages (McCarthy 1981), the association of morphological material to timing slots or other prosodic units is simultaneous and, in this sense, qualitatively different from concatenative processes. Here we use the terms TEMPLATIC and SIMULTANEOUS interchangeably.

independent classifier morpheme and it attaches to locations and movements that also have morphological status. In this sense classifier constructions differ markedly from other signs, in which each category has phonological status but no meaning. Since each hand may function as an independent morpheme and a single classifier may characterize a string of predicates, the resulting predicative structures can become extremely complex. The picture in Figure 2 is from a classifier construction glossed UPRIGHT-HUMAN-MOVE-FORWARD-(WHILE) LEGGED-CREATURE-DRAGS-BEHIND, translated roughly in context as ‘a man proceeds, dragging a dog behind him’.\textsuperscript{12}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Complex ASL classifier construction: ‘A person walks forward, (dragging) a dog squirming behind.’}
\end{figure}

3.2. SEQUENTIAL MORPHOLOGY IN ASL AND ISL. The sequential morphology of the sign languages we have been studying is quite different. Normally, an identifiable affix is added to the beginning or end of a base sign. Even in cases where the resulting form further reduces to a monosyllabic (one movement) structure, this complex structure is clearly different from those of the simultaneous morphology. The most obvious difference is that the hand configuration and place of articulation of each of the two morphemes are usually retained, resulting in structures that have two of each of these categories instead of one. We can represent the suffixed ASL sign TEACH + AGENTIVE (‘teacher’) shown in Figure 3 as consisting of two LML syllables, each with its own hand configuration and place of articulation, as in the simplified and schematized representation accompanying the illustration.\textsuperscript{13} Since each of the signs that make up the complex form of this word is symmetrically two-handed, each has its own root node above HC, associated with the same features (Sandler 1989, 1993c). The complex feature hierarchy of hand configuration is represented here with icons for simplicity.\textsuperscript{14}

Both of the languages we have been studying productively employ compounding, by definition a concatenative process, though not one that involves affixes. But apart

\textsuperscript{12} Though they differ in a number of ways from other signs, we mention these structures because the morphemes are combined simultaneously, and also because classifier systems are central to all sign languages. However, given their complex and in some ways anomalous nature within the simultaneous morphology of sign languages, we refrain from attempting to represent them, even schematically.

\textsuperscript{13} Supalla (1998) provides evidence from old films of ASL that the agentive suffix evolved from a sign meaning ‘person’.

\textsuperscript{14} The representation is schematic, intended to give an indication of the morphological structure, and not to reflect a full phonological analysis. See Sandler 1989, 1993a for detailed representations in the same framework.
from compounding, concatenation is very rare. About five affixes have been identified in ASL (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005), and two types of affixes in ISL (Meir & Sandler 2004).\(^{15}\) Although this might not be an exhaustive list, it clearly indicates the dearth of concatenative affixes in these languages. When the sequential morphology of sign languages is considered alone, then, it is revealed to have much in common with the morphology of young creole languages.

\(^{15}\) As we explain in §5.2, one of the affix types in ISL includes several different affixes, but we analyze the phenomenon as a single affixation process.

---

**Figure 3. ASL suffixed sign: TEACHER.**
3.3. Modality Constraints as Explanations of Simultaneity. The simultaneity of sign-language word structure has usually been attributed to production and perception factors. Emmorey has argued (1995, 2002) that seeing is different from hearing in that one can easily perceive in parallel fashion information that is spatially disparate. In other words, according to Emmorey, the visual processing system is not overburdened by the simultaneous presentation of distinct units of information. This may explain in part why the morphological formatives are simultaneously encoded: it is possible to perceive all of them at once. Bellugi and Fischer (1972) argue that the tension between the slowness of the manual articulators and constraints on short-term memory results in simultaneous encoding of information in signs.

Modality constraints, then, favor simultaneity in sign languages. In fact, simultaneity of structure is found at every level of structure in sign languages, from phonology to morphology, and from prosody to discourse (e.g. Meier et al. 2002, Sandler 2005, Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005). In morphology, it is reasonable to look to such modality constraints to explain the strong tendency for signs to adhere to a canonical LML template, whether they are simple or involve typical and prolific simultaneous morphological complexity. Modality may even be behind the reduction of certain (especially lexicalized) concatenative complex forms to the same monosyllabic form (Liddell & Johnson 1986, Sandler 1989, 1993a). But such constraints cannot tell the whole story. The morphological properties of sign languages can be fully understood only if the relationship between the spatial nature of the medium and visuo-spatial cognition is explicitly taken into account.

3.4. Still to Be Explained: Particular Sign-Language-Universal Morphological Processes. Production and perception constraints do not address the existence of the two distinct morphologies of sign languages outlined above or the specific set of properties characterizing each of them. They do not predict which morphological categories are more likely to be encoded by simultaneous morphology, nor can they account for the fact that specific categories are encoded in a very similar way in all sign languages. Further, they cannot explain the fact that the same categories that occur universally across sign languages are precisely those that reflect visuo-spatial properties and relations in the real world in an iconically motivated way.

Our model addresses precisely these issues. The categories that are likely to be encoded by complex simultaneous morphology are those whose real-world simultaneity of occurrence can be represented iconically. The iconicity of these categories, made available by the modality, accounts for the crosslinguistic similarities among different sign languages, regardless of their ages, as well as for the differences between sign languages and spoken creoles. Two classes of phenomena, each specific to the visuo-spatial modality, together conspire to yield the morphological structures that characterize sign languages and sign languages only: production/perception/processing constraints, like those mentioned in the previous section, and the availability of iconically motivated representation of certain conceptual categories.

16 Sam Supalla (1991) has presented interesting evidence supporting the naturalness of simultaneous encoding of particular kinds of linguistic information in sign languages. Supalla studied the language of Deaf children exposed only to Manually Coded English, an artificial manual language that represents the derivational and inflectional morphemes of English in a linear sequence. He found that the children spontaneously produce simultaneous modifications of verbs to mark verb arguments, though they have had no exposure to real sign languages.
To illustrate how our model works, we turn to an in-depth examination of representative phenomena of each type of morphology. The simultaneous type is represented by verb agreement and classifier constructions, the sequential type by negative and agentive suffixes in ASL, and by a set of ‘sense’-prefixes and a different negative suffix in ISL.

4. SIMULTANEOUS MORPHOLOGY: VERB AGREEMENT. Agreement systems take time to develop, since they involve the development of morphosyntactic categories and specific morphemes to mark these categories. Verb agreement affixes may develop from cliticized personal pronouns (Givón 1976, Dixon 1982, Craig 1986, Grinevald 1999), but such processes take time, and indeed are absent from young spoken languages. Yet sign languages have complex agreement systems, despite their youth. The rudiments of agreement systems are found even in home sign (Goldin-Meadow 2003), as well as in very young sign languages, like the sign language of Nicaragua (Senghas et al. 1997, Kegl et al. 1999, Senghas 2000). In other words, visual languages demonstrate a predisposition toward an agreement system of a particular type. Moreover, the agreement systems of all mature sign languages investigated to date are very similar. These are robust generalizations in search of an explanation.

Although sign languages all have a system traditionally referred to as verb agreement, some researchers have recently claimed that ‘agreement’ is a misnomer, because it seems quite different from agreement in spoken languages. In order to maintain the comparison between signed and spoken languages in this domain, we need to demonstrate that we are indeed dealing with comparable systems. We show, relying on Meir 1998b, 2002, that the agreement system of sign languages is part of the grammar of these languages, but that it is also motivated. It is the ability of visual languages to have motivated yet grammatical structures that explains their rich simultaneous morphology.

4.1. WHAT IS AGREEMENT? AGREEMENT AS OBLIGATORY COPYING. We make a distinction here between syntactic and morphological agreement. We assume that SYNTACTIC AGREEMENT is obligatory in all languages, regardless of modality, and that syntactic agreement consists of copying referential indices freely under certain syntactic conditions. Syntactic agreement, as opposed to morphological agreement, is covert or abstract (in the sense that it may have no realization as a pronounced form) and, we assume, universal, operating the same way in all languages. Consider the most common type of agreement, in which a verb agrees with its subject. We assume that this subject-verb agreement occurs syntactically in all human languages, even those in which it has no overt form, and that its conditions are the same across all languages (Aronoff 1999).

Syntacticians and semanticists assume standardly that each referring expression carries its own unique REFERENTIAL INDEX, which indicates what entity it refers to in a possible world. Two or more expressions that refer to the same entity in a world carry the same index (Fiengo & May 1995) and expressions that carry different indices must be referentially distinct. So, for example, the sentence Mary wants Fran to respect her may be interpreted in two different ways. Note first that Mary and Fran cannot refer to the same entity, and hence must bear different indices in any interpretation: Maryi vs. Frani. The pronoun her cannot refer to the same entity as Fran does, for structural reasons, but it may refer either to the same entity as Mary does or to some entirely different entity, so we give it two referential indices: heri,k. The verb wants agrees syntactically with the subject, and hence carries the same referential index as Mary. We assume that all syntactic agreement is obligatory in all languages, because languages

17 We could equally well say that agreement consists of checking freely assigned indices, but copying fits the facts of literal alliterative agreement, which we touch on below, more elegantly.
choose from a restricted and clearly delineated set of possible syntactic agreement relations when they mark agreement morphologically.

This covert abstract syntactic agreement must be distinguished from morphological agreement, which is far from universal. Not all languages manifest morphological agreement and among those that do show it, the morphological categories and their realization differ from one language to another, albeit within clear limits. Morphological agreement, as opposed to syntactic agreement, is overt by definition, since, as we have said, morphological categories can be posited in a given language only if there is some direct phonological evidence of their existence. Agreement morphology is the realization of the universally agreeing syntactic indices, but mediated by the partly arbitrary referential and classificatory morphosyntactic categories of the individual language (e.g. person, number, and gender; Aronoff 1999). Agreement morphology therefore differs, sometimes radically, from one language to another, because the morphological categories of each language are different. In the example Mary wants Fran to respect her, although the agreement of the verb with the subject Mary is always reflected abstractly in the syntax by means of Mary’s referential index, it is not marked at all in the morphology of a language that has no subject-verb agreement morphology (the majority of the world’s languages). If the language has subject person and number agreement morphology on the verb, it is manifested (as it is in English in the present tense by the suffix -s). If, as in some languages (e.g. most Algonquian, Niger-Congo, Semitic, and Slavic languages), there is also overt morphological gender agreement between the subject and the verb, then the gender of the subject is reflected morphologically on the verb. In Semitic languages, the verb is marked as either masculine or feminine, in Algonquian as either animate or inanimate (for third person forms). This is illustrated in the Hebrew example in 5, in which the noun meaning ‘stone’ is feminine, though it bears no overt feminine marker, and the verb is marked with the third person feminine singular agreement suffix -a.

(5) ha-‘even hitgalgel -a
DEF.ART STONE.FEM.SG roll.past -FEM.SG
‘the stone rolled’

In a very small number of spoken languages, under very unusual circumstances, index copying may be realized phonologically by literal alliterative agreement. Literal alliterative agreement depends on the phonological form of individual nouns instead of on morphosyntactic categories. Literal alliterative agreement occurs only when the initial or final piece of a noun that is outside the categorial system of the language is copied under agreement, as in Arapesh (Dobrin 1998), Bainouk (Sauvageot 1967), and Wolof (McLaughlin 1997). We exemplify literal alliterative agreement, which we find bears significant similarities to the system found in sign languages, after a preliminary description of sign-language agreement.

4.2. Referential Indices in Sign Language. We have defined abstract syntactic subject-verb agreement as the result of a universal copying procedure that copies the referential indices of the subject nominal onto the verb, resulting in two copies of the same index, one on the subject and one on the verb. Using standard terminology, we refer to the nominal from which the index is copied as the controller and the element onto which the index is copied as the target (Corbett 1991). In spoken languages agreement may be realized morphologically by means of inflectional marking on the target (the verb in this instance), which represents the particular morphosyntactic features of the language that are encoded in agreement morphology: the identical indices
of the subject and the verb, controller and target, are reflected in the fact that the verb carries a marker that reflects certain often arbitrary and abstract morphological features of the subject controller. As in the Hebrew example above, where the noun ‘even (‘stone’) is not morphologically marked as feminine, the controller itself need not bear any morphological markers.

Only rarely are referential indices directly detectable through agreement morphology in spoken languages. In contrast, as has often been noted, though not in these exact theoretical terms, in sign languages, the result of the abstract syntactic copying mechanism is not expressed indirectly through morphosyntactic categories, but instead the referential indices themselves are expressed directly. To understand verb agreement in sign languages, it is therefore necessary to see how referential indices are realized by means of REFERENTIAL LOCI.

In sign languages, referring nominals in a clause are associated with discrete locations in space, R(eferential)-loci (Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990). This association is often made by producing the sign for that nominal, and then pointing to or gazing at a specific location in space. If the referent is present in the signing situation, the actual location of the referent determines its R-locus. For example, the R-locus of the signer (first person) is the signer’s chest; the R-locus of the addressee (second person) is the location of the addressee; and the R-locus of any third-person referent present in the signing situation is the actual location of that referent. If the referent is not present, it is assigned a point in the signing space (provided that other NPs have not already been assigned that point). For example, one can associate John with a point to the right of the signer, and Mary with a point to the left of the signer. Once an R-locus has been established for a specific referent, subsequent reference to that locus is equivalent to pronominal reference; that is, pointing again to that locus has the function of referring back to the NP associated with it.

The procedure of establishing an R-locus for a referent lies at the heart of the pronominal system of sign languages. R-loci are used for anaphoric reference to the referents associated with them and are therefore regarded as the visual manifestation of the pronominal features of the nominals representing these referents (Klima & Bellugi 1979, Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990, Meier 1990, Janis 1992, Bahan 1996). This mechanism differs, however, from those found in spoken languages that show agreement, where nominals are categorized on the basis of shared morphosyntactic features (e.g. gender or noun classes) and pronominal reference to all members of a given category is made using the same pronoun: in English, we use he for all male referents and she for all females, with the resulting ambiguities that we don’t find in sign languages. In sign languages nominals are not categorized in this way. Rather, as we have seen, each referent is paired with a unique location in space and so it can be uniquely identified. A pronoun or an agreement marker directed toward or away from a specific R-locus uniquely refers to the referent associated with that locus. In that respect, sign-language verb agreement is very similar to literal alliterative agreement, where an individual noun determines the form of its agreement marker. In agreement systems with gender,

---

18 Janis (1992) argues convincingly that the referential system of ASL is not altogether nonambiguous, but rather it is ambiguous in a different way. In ASL, an R-locus is ambiguous between a referent and its location. Thus, pointing to an R-locus could mean referring either to a referent, or to its location. Therefore, "when discussing a referent as part of a spatial milieu, it is necessary for the locus of the referent and the locus of the referent's location to match... Thus, in these contexts, loci are obligatorily ambiguous" (1992: 120).
by contrast, each pronoun is reflective of a group of nominals sharing a specific feature (e.g. feminine or animate). Thus, R-loci are overt indices rather than gender classes, since the assignment of R-loci does not involve classification. In other words, sign languages have agreement without gender.

4.3. VERB AGREEMENT IN SIGN LANGUAGE. Agreement verbs in ISL (and in all developed sign languages that have been well studied to this point) can be conceived of abstractly as having two open L(ocation) slots at the two end points of the verb, as shown above in Fig. 2.

These open slots are filled morphologically by copying the location specifications of the R-loci of the arguments of the verb into the slots. These R-loci then determine the direction of the path movement of the verb: the verb moves from an R-locus associated with one argument to an R-locus associated with another. As an example of agreement, given in Figure 4, the verb HELP (ISL) agrees with its subject and object: the beginning point of the sign HELP is the location of the subject, and its end point is the location of the object. If the subject is the signer and the object is the addressee, the verb starts at the location of the signer (the signer’s chest) and ends at the location of the addressee; the direction of the verb’s path movement is then from the signer towards the addressee. If the subject is the addressee and the object is the signer, then the direction of the path movement is reversed: it moves from the addressee towards the signer. In sign languages then, copying the referential indices of the arguments on the verb means that the direction of the path movement of the verb is determined by the locations in space associated with these arguments.

19 Lillo-Martin and Klima point out that ‘The difference between ASL and English, then, is that in many cases what are unspoken referential indices in English are overtly manifested in ASL’ (1990:198).

20 Movement itself is not especially particular to agreement or to agreement verbs, since virtually all lexical signs in sign languages have movement (Brentari 1990).

21 This description of agreement in ISL is simplified. A more detailed analysis of the agreement facts is presented in §4.3.
The open-endedness of the inventory of referential indices in sign languages has led some linguists, notably Liddell (1998, 2000, 2003), to claim that sign-language agreement is not linguistic at all, a claim with which we firmly disagree. According to Liddell, the direction and end points of agreement verbs (his indicating verbs) cannot be regarded as grammatical, since no grammatical category is involved. Rather, they are regarded as a gestural component of the sign, determined by nonlinguistic factors, such as the way in which the signer conceptualizes the referents in his/her mental space. As we show shortly, such a conclusion is unwarranted: even in spoken languages, agreement need not necessarily involve grammatical categories and a fixed set of morphemes. This type of agreement is found in literal alliterative agreement, in which the target simply alliterates or rhymes with its controller when the controller is outside the gender system of the language. We sketch some examples of literal alliterative agreement, in order to give the reader a taste of how it works. We then return to sign-language agreement and provide an analysis.

4.4. LITERAL ALLITERATIVE AGREEMENT. Literal alliterative agreement must be distinguished from the much more common apparently alliterative agreement found in Niger-Congo languages and certain languages of Papua New Guinea. In those languages, a number of the genders have overt affixes that are identical to the corresponding gender agreement markers found on the agreement target. Corbett (1991) cites the following Swahili example from Welmers 1973.

(6) ki-kapu ki-kubwa ki-moja ki-lianguka
7-basket 7-large 7-one 7-fell
‘one large basket fell’

The noun for ‘basket’ falls into the 7 class, which has the prefix ki-. This same prefix then appears on all of the targets that agree with this controller. The major difference between this apparently alliterative agreement and literal alliterative agreement is that what appears to be copied in these cases is not part of the noun radical, but a segmentable prefix. What is actually copied, however, is not the prefix but rather the class of the noun. Some nouns in these languages have no prefix but still get gender agreement based on their class, and some nouns are stipulated to have a prefix that is actually wrong for their class but receive agreement in terms of their class, not their prefix. Furthermore, in merely apparently alliterative systems, there is usually a fairly small fixed number of alliterative affixes. In literal alliterative agreement, as in sign-language agreement, there is no limit on the number of possible alliterative agreement markers except that imposed by the phonology of the language.

Default literal alliterative agreement appears clearly in Bainouk (Sauvageot 1967), an Atlantic (Niger-Congo) language, which has both prefixed and nonprefixed nouns. Prefixed nouns fall into eleven genders (each containing a matched pair of singular and plural prefixes) and show agreement through the prefix, which appears on pronouns, demonstratives, and adjectives (as a prefix or suffix, depending on the category of the target). Nonprefixed nouns, which are often loanwords, lie outside of this gender system; they show no singular marker and a plural suffix (a harmonic nasalized vowel) instead of a plural prefix. The agreement targets of individual nouns of this nonprefixed type take one of two sorts of gender agreement in both singular and plural, either a default prefix a- or a suffix copy of the first CV of the noun stem (Sauvageot can find no reason for which method a given noun chooses). Some examples are given in 7.
(7) PREFIXED NOUNS CLASS SINGULAR PLURAL
'tunic' 7/8 gu-sɔl ha-sɔl
'papaya' 9/10 bu-domel i-domel

UNPREFIXED NOUNS CLASS SINGULAR PLURAL
'grass' 0/0 dapon dapon-ɔ
'river' 0/0 kata:ma kata:ma-ã

AGREEMENT ENVIRONMENTS

gu-sɔl gu-fer
7-tunic 7-white ‘white tunic’
ha-sɔl-ɔ ha-ŋan
8-tunic-DEF 8-those.down.there ‘those tunics down there’
kata:ma-ŋɔ in-ka
river-DEF this-CV ‘this river’
kata:ma-ã ka-nak-ã
river-PL CV-two-PL ‘two rivers’

Note that the unprefixed nouns trigger the same gender-agreement affix in both singular and plural, which is very unusual in Niger-Congo languages, where pairs of singular and plural agreement affixes are hallmarks of the gender system. The cooccurrence of this agreement affix with the plural agreement suffix is also very unusual in Niger-Congo. Finally, these same nonprefixed nouns may appear with a prefix in the diminutive or augmentative. The nonprefixed noun saha ‘sheep’, for example, may receive the diminutive prefix ko- or the augmentative prefix da-. In these cases it will ‘enter’ the normal gender system and show the regular plural prefix for the diminutive or augmentative and no alliterative agreement. Since regular nouns allow only one prefix, the fact that the stem does not lose its initial CV in the diminutive or augmentative shows that it is indeed nonprefixed.

Another spoken-language example comes from Arapesh (Dobrin 1998). In Fortune’s original grammar (1942), there were some thirteen distinct phonologically based genders, each with its own set of target agreement markers. These were largely but not entirely alliterative. Fortune shows extensive evidence of a default gender, both for controllers and for targets. In Fortune’s time there were no singular nouns ending in /s/, which is common as the final sound in plural markers. In recent years, however, singular nouns ending in /s/ have been borrowed from English and Tok Pisin, for example, rais ‘rice’, kes ‘box’, glas ‘windshield’, opis ‘office’. These show no plural form and take -s as a singular target agreement affix. The examples in 8 are all from Dobrin 1998.

(8) Yek ye-ne skelim rais, aliŋɔ ye-yata-s.
I I-did distribute rice until I-finished-s
‘I distributed rice until it was all gone.’

owĩĩ ahah-i-s opis
below over.there-POSs-POSS office
‘the office down below there’

Bas sa-fiʔi a-naɗa? pasim-as.
bus s-came I-did flag.down-s
‘When the bus came, I flagged it down.’

Dobrin takes such examples as evidence that alliterative agreement is a default, running in the background and surfacing only in those instances where a language has
obligatory morphological agreement marking on the target, there is no gender on the controller, and the controller does not fall into the default category either.

Literal alliterative agreement, like sign-language agreement, reflects the universal syntactic nature of agreement as copying, but this universal normally does not surface in spoken languages because of the principle of lexical integrity, which entails that syntax cannot look inside a word’s phonology (Zwicky & Pullum 1983). We see here that the principle can be violated in extreme circumstances and that when it is violated it reveals the basic state of language. Only in those rare cases in spoken languages where the obligatoriness of agreement meets a gap in the gender system does this copying mechanism surface. Literal alliterative agreement is therefore a paradigm case of what has been called in optimality theory the emergence of the unmarked (MacCarthy & Prince 1994): the unmarked case is a default that emerges just in case nothing else does. For sign languages, this default is the norm. Literal alliterative agreement and sign-language agreement differ in one respect: the R-loci that nouns are associated with are not part of their phonological representations and are not lexical properties of the nouns in any way. Rather, they are assigned to nouns anew in every discourse. The copying mechanism that underlies agreement, though, is the same for both cases. The difference between the two kinds of copy (repetition vs. pointing again) arises out of the fundamental difference between the media of sound and sign: we cannot use speech to point to a spoken word or its referent or its position in a sentence after the word is uttered, but must be satisfied with repeating the sound of the word that we wish to point to. Furthermore, the discussion of literal alliterative agreement in spoken languages demonstrates, contra Liddell, that a finite list of agreement morphemes is not a necessary condition for a linguistic agreement system.

4.5. PROPERTIES OF SIGN-LANGUAGE VERB AGREEMENT. Sign languages have three verb classes (first identified and analyzed in ASL by Padden (1983)): plain verbs, spatial verbs, and agreement verbs. They can be defined in two ways, morphologically and semantically. We begin with morphology.

Plain verbs have invariant beginning and end points; in particular, the form (movement path) of these verbs does not vary with the referential loci of the arguments. Some representative ISL examples are: BEGIN, CRY, EAT, LIKE, POSTPONE, THINK, and WAIT.

Spatial verbs are those whose beginning and endpoints are determined by spatial referents, rather than by grammatical arguments, that is, by locations rather than referential loci. For example, in the ISL sentence meaning ‘John moved the cup from location A to location B’ the verb MOVE-CUP agrees with locations A and B, not with the referential loci of the grammatical arguments John and the cup. That is, the verb’s path movement begins at the location of A and ends at the location of B. The path of the verb is a direct representation of the trajectory of the moving object. Spatial verbs in ISL include: MOVE (transitive and intransitive), PUT, and HAND (over).

Agreement verbs agree with the arguments functioning as the syntactic subject and object. For example, in the ISL sentence meaning ‘John gave Mary the cup’, the verb...
GIVE agrees with John and Mary: The path movement of the verb starts at the location of John and ends at the location of Mary.\textsuperscript{23} In addition to the path movement, another mechanism is involved in the morphology of agreement verbs: the facing of the hands, that is, the direction towards which the palm or the fingertips are facing.\textsuperscript{24} The two agreement mechanisms are determined by the following principles (Meir 1995, 1998a, 2002).

1. The direction of the path movement of agreement verbs is determined by the thematic roles of the arguments: it is from the R-locus of the source argument to the R-locus of the goal argument.

2. The facing of the hand(s) is determined by the syntactic role of the arguments: the facing is towards the object of the verb (indirect object in the case of ditransitive agreement verbs).

The combination of the two principles accounts for the actual form of the different agreement verbs.

The classification into plain, spatial, and agreement verbs is also semantically grounded.\textsuperscript{25} Agreement verbs (those that agree with S and O) denote ‘transfer’ (in the sense of Gruber 1976 and Jackendoff 1990), whether concrete (SEND) or abstract (HELP). Spatial verbs denote ‘motion’ from one location to another (MOVE; PUT). Plain verbs are defined negatively, as denoting neither transfer nor motion.\textsuperscript{26}

To summarize, all sign languages known to us have three verb classes, only one of which shows agreement with its grammatical arguments; these classes are based on the semantics of the verbs; and the morphological mechanisms of agreement encode both the spatial thematic roles (source and goal) and the syntactic structure of these verbs (by marking the object). These characteristics of verbs raise interesting challenges for linguistic theory.

Agreement in sign language is not a general property of all verbs in the language. Only one semantically defined class of verbs (verbs of transfer) displays agreement morphology. This is highly unusual, since agreement morphology is inflectional, and as such it should be obligatory in a language that has it. Cases of absence of agreement in otherwise agreeing systems are accounted for either on syntactic grounds or on morphophonological grounds (verbs with defective paradigms).\textsuperscript{27} Argumentation along

\textsuperscript{23} Liddell (1998, 2000) eschews the term AGREEMENT for these sign-language structures, arguing that the agreement system described here is gestural in nature, and not grammatical. We differ with Liddell, and find that many generalizations of the system can be accounted for only in linguistic terms. More explicit support for a linguistic analysis of verb agreement as opposed to a gestural account is offered in Aronoff et al. 2000, Lillo-Martin 2002, Rathmann & Mathur 2002, and Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005.

\textsuperscript{24} Our use of the term FACING is not equivalent to the more general term ORIENTATION. Facing refers to those orientation features that are determined by the R-loci of the arguments. In other words, facing is syntactically determined, while orientation features are part of the lexical representation of the sign and remain stable in the various inflected forms of a sign.

\textsuperscript{25} The semantic characterization presented here is based on Meir’s (1998a) analysis of ISL, but it is compatible with the descriptions of verb classes in the works on various sign languages mentioned above.

\textsuperscript{26} This generalization is oversimplified. There are cases of verbs denoting transfer but displaying the morphology of plain verbs rather than that of agreement verbs (e.g. BUY (ISL)) because of their phonological structure. But the phonological constraints on agreement morphology can be stated explicitly, and it is therefore possible to predict which verbs will not be able to display the morphology of agreement verbs. See Meir 1998b for a comprehensive discussion.

\textsuperscript{27} In the Celtic languages, for example, inflected forms of the verb and overt subjects are in complementary distribution. See McCloskey & Hale 1984, Doran 1988.
these lines, however, cannot explain the sign-language verb classification, since plain verbs do not differ syntactically from agreement verbs, and many of them are also not phonologically incompatible with agreement morphology. It is the semantics alone that determines the verb classes.

These facts return us to the typological puzzle outlined in the introduction. All sign languages we know of have this type of verb agreement and verb classification. Yet no spoken language we know of has the tripartite classification into plain verbs, spatial verbs, and agreement verbs, and none shows the peculiar sort of agreement that is found in sign languages. Must we conclude then that agreement in sign languages is a fundamentally different phenomenon from agreement in spoken languages, due to the differences in modality?

According to our understanding, agreement in both signed and spoken languages is basically the same in that it involves the copying of the referential indices of the arguments onto their head. What distinguishes the two modalities is the nature of the element that is marked for agreement, and the way in which spatial relations can be represented in the language. We attempt to reconcile the apparent differences between spoken-language and sign-language agreement with the similarities, using the same modality-based account that underlies our analysis of R-loci.

The two morphological mechanisms mentioned above—the direction of the path and the facing of the hands—are actual morphemes, expressed simultaneously in the morphology of the verb and encoding two different kinds of structures:

- The path movement is a directional morpheme, which we gloss as DIR(ectional), encoding the conceptual function of source-goal path.
- The facing of the hands encodes the argument structure of the transfer event. It is analyzed as a verbal affix assigning case to the affected object of the transfer event, that is, the nonagentive possessor.

Agreement verbs, then, are complex verbs comprising a predicate that denotes the core meaning of each verb and two additional morphemes, each related to a different facet of the transfer event. DIR is a spatial predicate, and as such it encodes the source-goal relations between the arguments of the verb. The case assigner is nonspatial, and it encodes the syntactic roles of the arguments. The distinction between these two morphemes can be expressed straightforwardly in terms of Jackendoff’s thematic tiers. Jackendoff (1987, 1990) points out that the lexical conceptual structure of a verb contains two thematic tiers: a spatial tier, and an action (affectedness) tier. DIR can be regarded as a realization of a semantic function on the spatial tier, while the case assigner is directly related to the semantic function AFFECT on the action tier. Crucially, the morphological properties associated with agreement—the direction of path and the facing—are linked to DIR and the case-assigning morpheme, not to the verbs per se.

By analyzing agreement verbs as complex verbs, and by isolating the basic components of agreement verbs, we can now explain the puzzles we raised above. The fact that agreement is not a general property of verbs in sign languages is predicted by our analysis. As pointed out, it is not the verb per se that is marked for agreement in sign languages, but rather the DIR and case-assigning morphemes. Only verbs that incorporate these morphemes inflect for agreement, since only these verbs contain the elements that trigger agreement morphology. Whether a verb contains these morphemes is determined by its semantics: only verbs denoting motion and transfer contain a PATH function in their semantic structure, which licenses the occurrence of the DIR morpheme in the verb’s form. Since only verbs of transfer morphologically mark the recipient object (the affected possessor), only those verbs agree. This analysis enables us to
account for the fact that not all verbs in sign languages agree and at the same time to characterize precisely the semantic grounding of the verb.

We turn now to the typological puzzle, namely, that all sign languages and only sign languages have this type of verb agreement. The answer to that lies in the nature of the spatial agreeing element—DIR—and the way it is realized in the language. DIR is an iconic representation of its meaning, a unidimensional space with direction. Sign languages, as languages transmitted in space, can represent these spatial relations iconically, and they (all) seem to exploit this possibility. The result is a very similar verb classification in different sign languages. In spoken languages, it is physically impossible to express the DIR directly. The striking crosslinguistic similarity in both verb classification with respect to agreement and in agreement morphology itself among sign languages speaks to the power of iconicity: languages will use iconicity if they can.

Sign languages, unlike young creoles, have extensive complex verb inflection. But this inflection is an iconically motivated representation of general conceptual, and therefore universal, structures. Thus, the key to understanding the difference between creoles and sign languages is the ability of the latter to have iconically motivated representation of certain conceptual functions. Overall, we find that sign languages develop complex morphology early in their histories in case the morphology is an iconic representation of a conceptual category. The universality of these categories and the fact that they can be represented directly in manual-visual languages determine the similarity in form and structure among sign languages.

4.6. CLASSIFIER CONSTRUCTIONS. In this section, we describe another kind of complex sign-language morphology that is also iconically motivated. Sign languages generally have at least three types of classifiers, each represented by a set of handshapes: size and shape classifiers (SASSes), entity classifiers, and handling classifiers (Klima & Bellugi 1979, Supalla 1982, Schembri 2003). We deal here with the first two types.28 SASSes are a set of handshapes that classify referents according to their size and shape. Examples of a few of these from Israeli Sign Language are pictured in Figure 5. These classifiers enter into complex constructions that represent not only the size and shape of objects but also the spatial relation among them. Figure 6, for example, shows the SASS classifier construction, CYLINDRICAL-OBJECT-NEXT-TO-FLAT-OBJECT, which may be translated as ‘A cup is next to a piece of paper’.

Entity classifiers, classifying referents according to semantic category, such as upright human, seated human, vehicle, and so on, also enter into complex constructions, by combining with other classifiers (signed by the other hand) as well as with different movement roots indicating path shapes and manners of movement. A simple example is shown in Figure 7, in which each hand represents a seated person and the construction is translated, ‘Two people sit opposite each other’.

A more complex example from American Sign Language was shown in Fig. 2. In that structure, each hand has a different configuration, representing a different entity classifier; the relation between the two entities is reflected in the spatial relation as well as the direction and timing of movement of the two hands; and each hand articulates a different movement pattern: the man treading straight ahead, and the recalcitrant dog squirming in zigzag fashion behind. The different classifiers, relative locations, and

Cylindrical object (glass, bottle, telescope)

Small round object (coin, button)

Flat round object (plate, frisbee, CD)

**Figure 5.** Some size and shape specifiers in ISL (from Meir & Sandler 2004).

![Complex SASS classifier construction in ISL: 'A cup is next to a piece of paper.']()

**Figure 6.** Complex SASS classifier construction in ISL: ‘A cup is next to a piece of paper.’

![Entity classifier construction in ISL: 'Two people sit opposite each other.'](image)

**Figure 7.** Entity classifier construction in ISL: ‘Two people sit opposite each other.’
array of movement patterns productively enter into a potentially vast number of constructions. At the same time, these systems are conventionalized and constrained, and therefore grammatical (Supalla 1986), and there are differences from sign language to sign language (Aronoff et al. 2003). Nevertheless, all studied sign languages have the same three categories of classifiers, similar discourse contexts for their use, and similar types of combinatorial complexity.

While many spoken languages have verbal classifier affixes, the type of classifiers most like those of sign languages (Grinevald 2000, Senft 2000a, Aronoff et al. 2003), we have not encountered a single creole that has them. One explanation is that verbal classifier affixes often evolve from noun incorporation (Mithun 1984, Grinevald 2000)—and each of these two types of morphological complexity takes time to develop.29 It is all the more striking, then, that all known established sign languages have them.

Sign languages, then, unlike young creole languages, have extensive complex verb inflection and polymorphic classifier constructions. But these forms are iconically motivated representations of general conceptual, and therefore universal, structures. Thus, the key to understanding the difference between young creole languages and sign languages is the ability of the latter to have iconically motivated representation of certain conceptual functions. Overall, we find that sign languages develop complex morphology relatively early in their lives in case the morphology is an iconic representation of a conceptual category. The universality of these categories and the fact that they can be represented directly in manual-visual languages determine the similarity in form and structure among sign languages.

4.7. IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER SIMULTANEOUS PROCESSES. The analysis presented above explains why sign languages, despite their youth, have complex morphology. The key point is that the manual-visual modality enables them to express certain visuo-spatial categories in a more direct manner than that available to spoken languages. Apparently, such direct representation can develop quickly. It can be recruited almost spontaneously, as evidenced by the appearance of the rudiments of agreement in home sign and in new sign languages. We emphasize that only direct representation is at the ready. The development of a complex, rule-governed grammatical system still takes time. Only the first rudiments are observable in home sign (Goldin-Meadow 2003). Even in the Nicaragua environment, where there is a community of signers, space is used systematically in a precursor to verb agreement only in the second ‘cohort’ of signers, those who were exposed to a group of older signers from before the age of ten (Senghas 2000). While verb agreement is completely systematic in ISL today, a study conducted about thirty years ago by Namir and Schlesinger (1978) reported difficulties in a picture-identification task that required production and comprehension of the arguments of verbs of transfer, that is, the use of verb agreement. In other words, we are not claiming that complex grammatical systems appear out of the blue just because they are iconically motivated. Rather, we argue that what enables sign languages that are only a few generations old to develop complex inflectional morphology is the fact that the categories the morphology encodes are not altogether arbitrary and may therefore allow a much more rapid course of development.

29 See also Meir 2001 and Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005 for detailed discussions of the relationship between classifiers and noun incorporation in the context of sign languages.
An explanation of sign-language morphology that relies exclusively on production, perception, and processing predicts that the complex simultaneous morphology of sign language must also result in monosyllabic, or at least in very short, morphological complexes. That form is predicted on the basis of the slowness of the articulators, the proclivities of the visual system, and general language-processing constraints involving short-term memory. And indeed, most of the simultaneous structures we have described conform to that prediction. But there is one pervasive morphological subsystem of sign languages that freely departs from that form: the subsystem of classifier constructions discussed in the last section. Fig. 2 gave an example of such a structure (‘a man proceeds, dragging a dog behind him’).

The system clearly involves the simultaneous combination of hand configuration, location, and movement morphemes. It is also a sign-language universal (Emmorey 2002), though a construction with a single classifier may span several predicates and several intonational phrases (Aronoff et al. 2003, Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005), producing a morphological complex that is at once simultaneous and sequential. For example, a single VEHICLE classifier handshape may span a sequence of predicates to yield a string meaning ‘a car drove over a bumpy hill and around a corner, and parked at an angle on a slope’. The string is interpreted as a single construction because the handshape represents the same argument throughout and there is no rearticulation of the handshape across predicates. In a sense, these constructions are simultaneous at the morphological level but may be sequential at the syntactic level.

Constructions like these are expected within a theory in which iconic motivation figures prominently. Because the classifier (represented by a handshape) participates simultaneously in an event involving a location and a movement, the three combine simultaneously. If the nominal element represented by the classifier handshape participates in a chain of motion and location events, then the same classifier remains in the signal, combining with a sequence of locations and movements.

Yet these interesting constructions present another twist. When classifier constructions are lexicalized, they immediately conform to the monosyllabic LML template (see Aronoff et al. 2003 for an analysis). This in turn provides further support for the production/perception/processing explanation, possibly accounting for a constraint on prosodic words. We must conclude that both pressures—production/perception/processing constraints and iconically motivated expression of visuo-spatial information—work together to forge the structure of sign language.

4.8. NONICONIC SIMULTANEOUS MORPHOLOGY. The preceding discussion of verb agreement and classifier complexes in sign languages might have given the impression that simultaneous morphology in manual-aural languages is necessarily iconic/motivated. But this impression is misleading. A survey of the various morphological processes described for ASL reveals some simultaneous processes that are not iconic, for example, characteristic adjectives (Padden & Perlmutter 1987), deverbal nouns (Supalla & Newport 1978), and idiomatic derivatives like PIOUS from CHURCH (Klima & Bellugi 1979).

Such examples, however, do not contradict our model, which suggests that morphological processes encoding visuo-spatial categories are manifested by simultaneous morphology if the physical form of the language allows it. But the inverse does not hold: not all simultaneous morphological structures encode visuo-spatial categories and are necessarily motivated. Rather, it seems that once a language employs a formal device to encode certain concepts, it can use this device for other purposes as well. Sign languages can quite readily exploit simultaneous morphology to represent certain
concepts iconically, as we demonstrated above. This formal device can then be used
to encode other categories, which are not necessarily iconic or motivated, as is illustrated
by the various ASL morphological processes mentioned above. Such an explanation
implies that noniconic morphological processes take longer to develop, since they de-
velop on the basis of morphological processes that are iconic.

If this explanation is on the right track, then two interesting predictions emerge.
First, since noniconic simultaneous morphological structures take time to develop, they
are characteristic of older sign languages and will not be found in very young sign
languages. A more interesting prediction is that a sign language will not have noniconic
simultaneous morphological structure if it does not also have iconic simultaneous pro-
cesses. From what little is now known about morphological processes in sign languages,
these generalizations hold. All of the noniconic morphological structures discussed
above were attested in ASL, a language that has existed for at least two hundred years
and has various iconic morphological structures. Other sign languages may also have
noniconic simultaneous processes, but none have been noticed so far. These predictions
can now be tested in comprehensive research of various sign languages.

This analysis addresses the first challenge we set for ourselves: the creole puzzle.
The analysis explains why sign languages, though young, have complex morphology
of a certain type. But another important challenge remains: the existence in sign lan-
guages of a different type of morphology. Only by considering this second type of
morphology can the particular range and nature of the morphological systems of sign
languages be understood.

5. SEQUENTIAL MORPHOLOGY IN SIGN LANGUAGES. We now turn to the sequential
(or concatenative) morphology found in sign languages. This type is familiar from
spoken languages but has not received much attention in sign-language research. The
only nonsimultaneous word-formation process that has been duly recognized as indige-
nous to sign languages and written about at length is compounding (Stokoe et al. 1965,

Looking more closely at sequential morphology in the two sign languages under
investigation, we find affixation in each of them, but it is rare. The paucity of such
forms is due to two interrelated factors. First, since affixes can emerge through the
processes leading to the grammaticization of free lexical items, they generally take
time to develop, as we showed with the development of the French future tense. Second,
several intermediate stages in these processes may coexist in a language at a specific
point in time, making them more difficult to identify as such.Nevertheless, we have
identified affixes in ASL and ISL, using some of the criteria in Zwicky & Pullum 1983,
and we exemplify some of them in the next section.

5.1. THE ASL NEGATIVE SUFFIX. There are many ways to express negation in ASL,
both manually and nonmanually. The negative suffix, which usually attaches to verbs
(Sandler 1996a), has not been given much attention. This suffix is a one-handed sign
in which the fingers form the shape of a zero, and the hand is moved outward from
the signer; it most likely originates from an independent sign that is phonologically
similar. The meaning usually associated with the free form is ‘none at all’ and with
the suffix is ‘not at all’. The signs SEE, ZERO, and the suffixed word SEE-ZERO
(NOT-SEE-AT-ALL) are pictured in Figure 8.

While all signers we have consulted accept the suffix as ASL, the constraints on its
occurrence and its phonological form show some variation from signer to signer. We
address this individual variation below.
One reason for considering the form a suffix (rather than an independent word) is that it must occur after, never before, its stem. This is significant in light of the fact that word order in ASL is relatively free, and that the related independent word can indeed occur before or after verbs. Two of the five consultants who use the suffix attach it to a limited set of verbs (including SEE, HEAR, LEARN, FEEL, SAY, EAT, TOUCH, SMELL, UNDERSTAND, USE, SLEEP, TASTE). For these consultants, the verb and suffix tend to fuse phonologically in the following ways: nonmanual markers such as facial expressions or head positions tend to span both the verb and the suffix; the path movements of both the verb and the suffix either are shortened or coalesce, depending on the underlying form of the stem; some of the meanings of the suffixed words are idiosyncratic. Examples of the last characteristic are SAME-ZERO ‘can’t find one like yours’, SAY-ZERO ‘not mention’, and TOUCH-ZERO ‘not use’.

There is a phonological constraint on the occurrence of the suffix: it can occur only with one-handed stems. This restriction supports our claim that the forms are complex.
words rather than two independent words. ASL words are either one-handed or two-handed throughout. The few disyllabic monomorphemic words that exist in the language are two-handed in both syllables. Furthermore, lexicalized compounds tend to spread two-handedness from one member of the compound to the other (Liddell & Johnson 1986, Sandler 1989, 1993c, van der Hulst 1996). If there is a constraint on number of hands within a word, it is not surprising that the one-handed negative element under discussion occurs only with other one-handed forms: it is a suffix, and the resulting word must satisfy the constraint on handedness, whose domain is the word. The way in which negative suffixed forms satisfy this constraint is different from the way compounds do. The suffix avoids two-handed stems, while the compounds involve spreading of two-handedness to the one-handed member.30

The constraint on handedness holds over words. A different constraint holds over morphemes and distinguishes affixed words and compounds from monomorphemic words: there can be only one handshape on the dominant hand within a single morpheme, so that the entire LML sequence must be articulated with a single handshape if it is monomorphemic (Sandler 1989).31 This is not true of words with the negative suffix (or with the agentive suffix). Regardless of the initial handshape of the word, the final handshape must be zero.

There is also a morphological restriction on the stem of the negative suffix: the suffix can occur only with plain verbs, and not with agreement verbs or verbs of motion. (See previous section on agreement.) None of these restrictions applies to the independent negative word, which can occur with either one- or two-handed verbs, as well as with either agreement or plain verbs.

We have found considerable individual variation in the use of this negative suffix, though it is accepted as ASL by all signers we have consulted. Two of the signers consulted reported that they do not use the suffix at all, though they regard it as a legitimate ASL form. Three others tend to use the suffix with the same limited set of verbs, often with phonological fusion of the kind described above. The other two informants (both under thirty-five years of age) accept the suffix with a larger group of stems, and one of them uses it productively with adjectives.

The agentive suffix in Fig. 3 has been known for some time, but has not received much attention in the literature; it was often attributed to influence from English, which also has an agentive suffix, -er. Linguists typically assumed that ASL has no indigenous sequential affixation, an assumption that we show here to be unfounded. Supalla’s recent diachronic research (1998) lends added credence to our view. His study of ASL films from the early twentieth century indicates that the synchronic agentive suffix is descended from an independent ASL word meaning ‘person’ (see n. 13). Furthermore, the ASL suffix does not have the same distribution as the English -er agentive (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005). For example, alongside ASL OPERATE + agentive exists English surgeon, and not *operater. Apparently, then, the ASL suffix evolved on its own and developed its own pattern of distribution.

30 Interestingly, an ISL suffix also observes the handedness constraint, but in a different way (see §5.2). A two-handed negating suffix becomes one-handed when affixed to one-handed signs.

31 To be more precise, it is the specification for selected fingers that must be constant within a morpheme. The position of the fingers (whether they are straight or curved, for example) may change, so that there may be more than one finger position in a morpheme (Mandel 1981, Sandler 1989).
The negative and agentive affixes just described are not the only affixes in ASL. Another form, glossed ‘strong’, attaches to some adjectives to give the meaning of ‘habitually’, ‘addictively’, or ‘strongly’. There are reasons to believe that this form is also an affix (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005). Comparative and superlative forms in ASL also behave like affixes, demonstrating that the view that ASL has no sequential affixation, expressed, for example, in Klima & Bellugi 1979, is mistaken: ASL does have some limited affixal morphology.

5.2. ISRAELI SIGN LANGUAGE AFFIXES. ISL has many negating signs, one of which is a suffix. Glossed NOT-EXIST, this form attaches to adjectives and functions like the English suffix -less (Meir & Sandler 2004). As shown in Figure 9, this suffix has two allomorphs—one-handed and two-handed—depending on the form of the base. If the base sign is articulated with two hands, like IMPORTANT, then the suffix is also bimanual (Fig. 9a). If the base is one-handed (INTERESTING), then the suffix is one-handed as well (Fig. 9b).

FIGURE 9. Allomorphy in words with the ISL suffix: -NOT-EXIST.

a. IMPORTANT-NOT-EXIST (‘of no import’)

b. INTERESTING-NOT-EXIST (‘of no interest’)

32 Thanks to James McFarlane and Kevin McClellan for telling us about STRONG.
33 Klima and Bellugi (1979:274) write: ‘To our knowledge there are no intrinsic segmental affixes in ASL. Four such affixes are listed among the 2500 signs of the DASL [Dictionary of American Sign Language, Stokoe et al. 1965], but these are clearly loan translations from English and their usage in communication between deaf native signers has so evolved that they now have the status of independent lexical items.’
Another characteristic of derivational affixes is semantic drift, resulting in idiosyncratic meanings that are not predicted by merely combining the meanings of the two morphemes. Some of the words in -NOT-EXIST have idiosyncratic meanings. For example, the suffixed word SURPRISE-NOT-EXIST does not mean ‘without surprise’, but something more like the English expression big deal.

We have also discovered a set of prefixes in the language that is of quite a different nature from any of the affixes described so far. All of these prefixes, which we informally call sense prefixes, are glossed by native signers with words that involve either a sense organ—eyes, nose, or ears—or the head or mouth. Many of the complex words formed with them can be glossed ‘to X by seeing (eye)/hearing (ear)/thinking (head)/intuiting (nose)/saying (mouth)’. But many have idiosyncratic meanings. So far, we have discovered over seventy prefixed forms of this type. An example is EYE-SHARP ‘to discern visually’, shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. ISL sign with grammaticized sense prefix.](image)

There are many reasons to believe that the first elements in these forms are not independent words. The first reason is semantic. Although many have transparently componential meanings, like EYE-SHARP ‘to discern visually’, most do not. The sign meaning ‘cunning’ has the mouth or nose prefix, though its meaning is not related to
smelling or saying. In several words formed with these prefixes, the base has no independent meaning without the prefix, though phonologically the bases have the form of words. The signs CUNNING and SMART, for example, illustrated in Figures 11a and 11b, both use the same base sign, each with a different sense prefix. The base sign does not occur by itself in the language and does not have independent meaning.

a. CUNNING: MOUTH + (base which does not occur on its own)

b. SMART: HEAD + (base which does not occur on its own)

Figure 11. ISL signs with sense prefixes in which the base does not otherwise occur.

34 Some additional examples of signs with noncomponential meaning: MOUTH + PROOF (‘to admit’), MOUTH + ADVERTISEMENT (‘to badmouth’), NOSE + REGULAR (‘to get used to’), HEAD + GLUE (‘to bear a grudge’).
The second reason for believing that these forms are not independent words is that their first element is reduced phonologically and may be described as constituting the weak syllable of a binary iambic foot. Like ASL negative suffixed forms, these words are bimorphemic, and, like them, they violate the morpheme structure constraint that prohibits a sequence of two handshapes in a single morpheme (Sandler 1989). As with ASL suffixed forms, if these are words consisting of two morphemes, we expect a sequence of two handshapes to be permissible within them. Consistent with the claim that the sequence is a word and nothing larger, we find that the affixed forms may undergo regressive handshape assimilation, a process that also occurs in compounds but does not occur across independent words. Finally, consultants are often uncertain of the lexical category of the first part of these forms, glossing them either as ‘eye’ or as ‘see’, for example. This indeterminacy would not be expected for words, but is not surprising for affixes. We may conclude, then, that we are dealing with complex words and not two independent words.

Since compounding is common in ISL (as it is in ASL), we must still demonstrate that the forms under discussion are prefixed words, rather than compounds. One reason we claim that we are dealing with prefixes is that only five forms recur in the first position, and these combine with a large number of stems. This is not true of compounds, in which, in principle, any word from the lexicon can occur in first or second position. Furthermore, the complex words formed with these prefixes are almost always verbs, regardless of the lexical category of the base. Affixes generally determine the lexical category of the complex words they form. English -ity, for example, regularly forms nouns from adjectives. Similarly, signers use most of the complex words as verbs, regardless of the lexical category of the stem, which may vary, as the example EYE-SHARP ‘discern by seeing’ demonstrates. In addition to the verbal glosses assigned to the complex forms by native signers, there is also distributional evidence that they are verbs: they can all be used with a particular ISL negative form that occurs only with verbs. The form in question is glossed as ‘zero’, and it is the negative counterpart of the perfect marker in the language (Meir 1999). Indeed we find that the complex words formed with the above prefixes can be negated by ZERO. In other words, the first elements of the words in question function as verb-forming prefixes.

Other properties lend added credence to the claim that we are dealing with prefixes. Although many of them may be understood as having a somewhat transparent meaning (EYE = ‘visually’, HEAD = ‘mentally’, NOSE = ‘intuitively’), many others cannot be, and still others have taken on new nuances of meaning that are themselves becoming systematic. Many of the forms produced with EYE, for example, have taken on a hortative meaning (‘let’s do X’) as an additional nuance. This indicates that the form is a coherent prefix, since the additional nuance belongs only to the EYE forms but

35 We use this description impressionistically here, but it is compatible with other treatments of the syllable and stress patterns in sign languages. A syllable is roughly coextensive with a movement (Sandler 1989, Brentari 1990, 1998, Perlmutter 1992). Though most signs are monosyllabic (Coulter 1982), the bisyllabic compounds of ASL have been described as having stress on the second part (Klima & Bellugi 1979).

36 This constraint was posited for ASL in Sandler 1989, but it also applies to ISL.

37 Handshape assimilation may occur under cliticization, however (Sandler 1999). But the weight of the evidence presented here shows that the forms in question are affixes and not clitics. (See Zwicky & Pullum 1983 for criteria that distinguish the two.)
has nothing to do with sight. A different observation indicates that all of the prefixes belong to one class. In a few of the complex words, signers disagree or are uncertain about which prefix to use. The complex word meaning ‘cunning’ may occur either with the NOSE prefix or with the MOUTH prefix. (The base form has no independent meaning, but also combines with the HEAD prefix, to derive a word meaning ‘smart’.) The complex word meaning ‘suggest’ may occur either with the MOUTH or the EYE prefix. This indeterminacy suggests that the forms are losing whatever meaning they may have had historically and now function formally simply as verb-forming prefixes.

Like the ASL ZERO suffix, the ISL sense prefixes show individual variation in use. Some signers have a larger repertoire than others and use them more often, and for some signers we have observed, the formation of complex verbs with sense prefixes is much more productive than for the others.

6. RESOLVING THE SIGN-LANGUAGE MORPHOLOGY PARADOX. We have examined two kinds of sign-language morphology. One kind, exemplified here by verb agreement, is simultaneous, while the other, exemplified by the -ZERO suffix in ASL and by sense prefixes in ISL, is sequential. Each type is characterized by a different cluster of properties, supporting the claim that these indeed represent two distinct types of morphology.

The simultaneous type is sign-language-universal; it is found in all well-studied sign languages. And though the agreement systems of various sign languages are not identical, they nonetheless share the same basic characteristics: the tripartite classification of verbs, and the phonological and morphological features for each class. This type is related to visuo-spatial cognition and can be regarded as a direct representation of certain spatial cognitive functions. Agreement markers are not related to free words in the language, and we found no individual variation in the structure of the system.

The concatenative type is different in all of these ways. It is sign-language-specific; the particular affixes mentioned above have not been attested in other sign languages. ASL (Carol Padden, p.c.) and British SL (Brennan 1990, Sutton-Spence & Woll 1999) also have complex words containing the signs EYE and HEAD/THINK. But these complex words are not as productive and systematic as their ISL counterparts. The affixed constructions we describe here represent the grammaticization of free words, and they all are derivational. Also, as we showed earlier, there is a considerable amount of individual variation in the use of these forms. These different clusters of properties are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIMULTANEOUS</th>
<th>SEQUENTIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universal across sign languages</td>
<td>Specific to individual sign languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to spatial cognition</td>
<td>Not related to spatial cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivated</td>
<td>Arbitrary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not related to free words</td>
<td>Grammaticized from free words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantically coherent</td>
<td>Less semantically coherent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive</td>
<td>Limited productivity*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less individual variation</td>
<td>Considerable individual variation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The productivity of simultaneous processes apart from verb agreement (which is completely productive) still needs to be verified, but we have not found evidence of lexical or idiosyncratic restrictions on productivity in the simultaneous morphology, while we have found these with the sequential morphology.

6.1. ARBITRARINESS IN SIGN-LANGUAGE MORPHOLOGY. The cases of concatenative morphology we described are quite clearly traceable historically to free signs. They
seem to have arisen through a normal historical course by which affixes develop in spoken languages. Spoken creole languages are subject to the same normal historical processes, of course. In young languages, like sign languages, such morphology is present but limited. In Arends, Muysken, and Smith’s (1994) survey of several pidgin and creole languages, for example, we find that Saramaccan (Bakker et al. 1994) and Sranan (Adamson & Smith 1994) each have agentive suffixes derived from the word meaning ‘man’—comparable to the ASL agentive suffix. Fa d’Ambu (Post 1994) has two diminutive and several augmentative prefixes, all derived from independent words. But the morphological systems in these new languages are still certainly limited. And even those creole languages with several affixes like Sranan are lacking in inflectional morphology. In general, one feature that has been used to distinguish creoles is their ‘minimal usage of inflectional affixes’ (McWhorter 1998:792).

The development of inflectional affixes from free words takes time, and in fact the rather limited denominal affixes that we have found in sign languages are derivational. This state of affairs indicates, pace Klima and Bellugi, that the rarity of affixal morphology in sign languages may be as much the result of the youth of these languages as the result of their modality. We do not wish to ignore the strong tendency for morphological processes in sign languages to be simultaneous or prosodic, however, and we concur with Bellugi and Fischer (1972), Klima and Bellugi (1979), Meier (1993), and Emmorey (1995) that there are likely to be modality-driven reasons for this. That is, the phonological form of a language is not a trivial matter, and indeed influences linguistic structure at other levels. We therefore predict that the amount of both affixal and prosodic/simultaneous morphology will increase as sign languages get older and that both will be more arbitrary than the apparently instantaneous and sign-language-universal kind exemplified here by verb agreement and classifier constructions. It may be the case—and there is some evidence for this—that the arbitrary sequential morphology will come to look phonologically more like the simultaneous morphology over time, that is, that the affixed forms may reduce to the canonical LML monosyllable (Sandler 1993a).38

Contrary to common assumptions about sign-language morphology, which are based only on the simultaneous type, our results indicate that the affixal derivational morphology of sign languages is not unlike that often found in other young languages. It is derived from free words; it may be semantically opaque; it shows some individual variation; it is sequential; it is arbitrary; and it is rare.

6.2. Iconicity in Spoken Languages. The most complex morphology found in sign languages generally is iconically motivated and this motivation explains why we find such complexity even in young languages. Spoken languages also avail themselves of iconicity, though much less, because it is much more difficult to do so. One example is the rich system of Japanese mimetics, which represent physical sensations and impressions by sound (Hamano 1986, Kita 1997).

Of interest to the present discussion is the fact that even young creole languages apparently use iconicity in their morphology. The most outstanding example is reduplication, referred to by Sapir as a process with ‘self-evident symbolism’ (1921:79). Iconi-

38 There is a small number of lexicalized forms in ASL that include a negative suffix different from the suffix described here (Woodward 1974). In these forms, the base sign truncates, yielding a morphologically complex word with the canonical LML form (Sandler 1993a, 1999).

In sign languages, reduplication is typically used for verbal aspect, indicating iteration, duration, continuation, habituality, or distribution. The aspects are distinguished from one another by the shape and/or rhythm of movement. For example, the durational aspect in ASL shown schematically in 3 above is distinguished from the continuative aspect mainly by the rhythm (Sandler 1993b). In the continuative, the hand is held longer at the second location, creating a geminate. Both forms are then reduplicated.

Very many, perhaps most, creole languages also use reduplication iconically, marking various kinds of intensification, iteration, and distribution (Kouwenberg 2003). Some of them also distinguish the grammatical functions of different reduplicative processes by different prosodic shapes, much as sign languages do. In Mauritian Creole, for example, the stress pattern distinguishes augmentative from attenuative, both of which involve reduplication (Baker 2003:212).

In sign languages, however, the potential for motivated morphology is far greater than it is in spoken languages, and so its adoption is more widespread within and across sign languages. While spoken languages take advantage of iconicity, they cannot do so easily for such morphologically expressed grammatical relations and categories as agreement or nominal classification. Such morphology must take arbitrary form in spoken language, and so it takes time to develop and is not universal. In sign languages, agreement is iconically motivated, and therefore widespread, though they are young.

6.3. ARBITRARINESS IN LANGUAGE. The overall findings that we report here enjoy a deceptively comfortable home among other studies of sign-language structure, which have emphasized the arbitrariness of lexical signs (e.g. Klima & Bellugi 1979). The arbitrariness of linguistic signs is taken by most linguists to be a defining property of natural languages (de Saussure 1959 [1916]), so that sign-language linguists have often felt an imperative to demonstrate the arbitrariness of sign languages as a way of proving that they are indeed languages. For example, it has been shown that many lexical signs in sign languages that are iconic to begin with become more arbitrary over time (Frishberg 1975, Meir & Sandler 2004). It has also been demonstrated (Supalla 1982) that the ASL classifier system, used especially for the depiction of physical properties, relations, and motion (as described in §4.6), is linguistically conventionalized and is not pantomimic as had previously been believed.

More recently, we have witnessed a trend in the opposite direction among some researchers. Such eminent pioneers of sign-language research as Stokoe himself (Armstrong et al. 1995) and Liddell (1998, 2000) have adopted the position that many of the properties of sign language should be understood on the basis of general cognitive principles and iconicity, rather than expressly linguistic ones. We believe that this position is just as wrong as the opposite extreme. Both views—that sign language is

---

39 Both sign languages (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005) and creoles (Kouwenberg 2003) also have reduplicative processes that are not iconic. Our hunch is that iconic reduplication diachronically precedes the noniconic kind, the latter developing after a morphological function for reduplication has been established through iconicity. This hunch is on a par with our prediction that noniconic simultaneous morphology will develop later in sign languages than the iconic kind.
essentially arbitrary or that sign language is essentially iconic/nonlinguistic—obscure
the interaction between language and cognition, rather than clarify it.

The work we have presented here provides a context for understanding both the
iconic and the arbitrary aspects of sign-language structure and, by extension, of language
in general. The types of spontaneously arising complex morphology that are common
to (apparently) all sign languages are iconically based. At the same time, they are
characterized by explicitly grammatical properties. They are systematic; they are con-
ventionalized (not strictly analogical); they require reference to purely syntactic categor-
ies like object; and they are obligatory. These simultaneous morphological processes
and their characteristics may be expected in sign languages despite the fact that they
are young, because sign languages are uniquely suited to reflecting spatial cognitive
categories and relations in a way that is iconically motivated. This suggests that iconicity
in grammar may be preferred, but may be largely absent in spoken languages because
the modality of speech does not lend itself to iconicity in expressing grammatical
relations. Sign language signs and grammatical systems are more iconic because they
can be; spoken language signs and grammatical systems are more arbitrary because
they can be only weakly iconic and not directly representational. The arbitrary morphol-
ogy found in sign languages is what might be expected in any young language. The
iconically based morphology is what is expected in any language that is capable of
it. This line of reasoning leads to the interesting hypothesis that the arbitrariness of
grammatical systems is a property of old languages, not of human language.
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